Inner product transform principle reveals that the basis functions most relevant or similar to the fault features are pivotal to the meaningful fault detection. Customized multiwavelet methods and practices have continued to improve over the recent years, focused on two-scale similarity transform (TST), lifting transform (LT), and lifting scheme (LS). Due to the respective advantages and disadvantages, a comparative study on the multiwavelet construction methods by TST, symmetric and dissymmetric LT, and LS is discussed in the paper, covering the differences of construction theories, the synthetic analyses of construction strategies, and the comparison of waveform characteristics along with their applicable occasions. Comprehensively utilizing the capabilities of the construction methods, a novel customized multiwavelet library is established for the accurate fault detection. The proposed method is applied to incipient fault detection of rolling bearing for electric locomotive to verify the effectiveness and feasibility.
Introduction
Operating in long-term and/or complex severe conditions, kernel components and important structures of key mechanical equipment would inevitably generate various faults or damage, yielding unscheduled downtime and costly breakdowns. Therefore, mechanical fault detection has received considerable attention over the recent decades. Such mechanical fault detection methods of linear transform as Fourier transform and wavelet transform [1, 2] are revealed as the inner product transform based on Hilbert space [3] .
As a typical inner product transform, the emerging multiwavelets are the new development of wavelet theory, attracting remarkable interest of researchers [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The particular superiority on multiwavelets is as follows. (1) They can possess the important signal processing properties of orthogonality, symmetry, short support, and vanishing moments simultaneously, which traditional scalar wavelets fail to do [9] . (2) Multiwavelets could offer multiple basis functions different in the time-frequency characteristics potential and promising for the weak and multiple feature extraction.
Multiwavelet transform is realized essentially by an inner product operation ⟨ ( ), Ψ , ( )⟩ of a given signal ( ) and the vector-valued basis functions Ψ , ( ). Therein, the basis functions Ψ , ( ) most relevant or similar to the fault features are pivotal to the meaningful fault detection [3] . Thus, customized multiwavelet methods and practices have continued to improve over the recent years, in which two-scale similarity transform (TST) [10] , lifting transform (LT) [11] , and lifting scheme (LS) [12] have been focused on (note that LT and LS are defined distinctly). The key TST matrix was constructed for custom design of basis functions and applied to fault diagnosis of rolling bearing and rub-impact fault of flue gas turbine unit [13] . Symmetric LT strategy was proposed to construct customized biorthogonal multiwavelets flexibly for fault detection of air compressor [14] . Based on cubic Hermite multiwavelets, signal-adapted multiwavelets with various vanishing moments were established by LTs and utilized to diagnose gearbox fault of rolling mill [15] . Similar to second generation wavelets, various vector prediction and update operators were designed by Hermite spline interpolation for customized LS-based multiwavelets and applied to gear crack detection of electric locomotive [16] .
Despite the prior progress for customized multiwavelets, such challenges as the appropriate selection of multiwavelet construction methods for a given fault detection in engineering practice still remain. To overcome the problem, a study on the aforementioned multiwavelet construction methods is discussed in the paper. The advantages and disadvantages of these construction theories are first discussed. Then, the synthetic analyses of construction strategies are investigated. Besides, the characteristics of each customized multiwavelet by TST, symmetric and dissymmetric LT, and LS are summarized along with their applicable occasions. Furthermore, an extensive customized multiwavelet library by these construction methods is set up for the accurate analysis of mechanical fault detection. The proposed multiwavelet library is applied to the incipient fault detection of rolling bearing for electric locomotive.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction of multiwavelet theory and the aforementioned multiwavelet construction methods are reviewed in Section 2. Their contrastive study is given in Section 3. A customized multiwavelet library is addressed and validated in Section 4. Section 5 provides conclusions.
Summary of Multiwavelets and Construction Methods

Multiwavelet Theory.
By two-scale equations, multiwavelet decomposition is addressed by
where c −1, and d −1, are the low-frequency and highfrequency coefficients, respectively, and {H } and {G } are the matrix low-pass and high-pass filter coefficients, respectively. And multiwavelet reconstruction is obtained by
The superscript * stands for the complex conjugate transpose. Due to the initial expansion coefficients, preprocessing must be conducted in advance, in which the oversampling representation performs well for feature extraction and is adopted in the paper [17] . Besides, the postprocessing is canceled in the paper to extract the diverse fault feature based on the inner product transform principle [15] .
Two-Scale Similarity Transform.
TST proposed by Strela [17] can be used to transfer approximation order back and forth between multiple scaling functions and their duals. Suppose that M( ) is a well-defined TST matrix in which H(0) and M(0) share a common right eigenvector r. Let Φ, Ψ andΦ,Ψ be biorthogonal multiwavelets with the symbols of H( ), G( ),H( ), andG( ). Therein, Φ andΦ have the approximation orders and̃≥ 1, respectively. TST is described by [17] 
By TST, Φ new has the approximation order + 1 andΦ new has the approximation order̃− 1. Besides, another new biorthogonal pair is formed by (3) . The calculation of M( ) is proved to be the key for multiwavelet construction.
Lifting Transform.
Taking initial multiwavelets, LT successively modifies the multiple wavelet functions and finetunes such properties as the numbers of vanishing moments. Denote Φ, Ψ andΦ,Ψ as compactly supported biorthogonal multiwavelets with the polyphase symbols of H( ), G( ), H( ), andG( ). The multiwavelet LT is addressed by [11] 
Here, S( ) and T( ) are finite degree, which play the vital role in multiwavelet construction, and the determinant of T( ) is a monomial. The new biorthogonal family shares the same Φ with the initiating one. Besides, LT raises the vanishing moments of Ψ. In particular, LT mixes Φ and Ψ, which makes Ψ new flexible and multivariate.
Lifting Scheme.
LS is a powerful construction tool for biorthogonal multiwavelets derived in the spatial domain. Starting with the vector input signal f, LS consists of the split, predict, and update steps. The decomposition and reconstruction of multiwavelet LS are illustrated in Figure 1 , where P and U, respectively, represent the vector prediction and update operators, significant for multiwavelet construction. Furthermore, the biorthogonal perfect reconstruction multifilter banks can also be given by (5) through transforms [12] :
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, Figure 1 : Multiwavelet LS. Taking an existing multiwavelet system as an origin, a series of new changeable biorthogonal multiwavelets could be obtained by TST. Practically, the approximation order and regularity of multiple scaling functions are raised in the TST, with such good properties as finite support and symmetry of multiwavelet system remaining uncharged. However, the approximation order and regularity of the dual multiple scaling functions are decreased in TST, which makes the unbalance of basis functions and their dual ones. Hence, we could not simultaneously construct the basis functions of good properties along with their dual ones. Moreover, TST constructs new multiple scaling and wavelet functions only, respectively, using the corresponding original multiple scaling and wavelet functions, which could not sharply change the waveforms of basis functions. Furthermore, the TST approach involves the operation of matrix division or singular matrices, resulting in the complex and slow computation.
A Contrastive Study on the Multiwavelet Construction Methods
Lifting Transform.
On the basis of the perfect reconstruction filter bands, biorthogonal multiwavelets are obtained by designing the lifting coefficients in LT, modifying the characteristic of the original multiwavelets. Without the matrix division, LT is simple, fast, and flexible for construction. In LT, the vanishing moments of multiple wavelet functions are modified with the symmetry or dissymmetry to satisfy the requirement of different signals. New multiple wavelet functions by LT are actually the linear combination of the original multiple scaling and wavelet functions, which could result in the large change of the waveform. Moreover, LT always produces the short finite support of basis functions, due to the flexible constrain of the support length. In spite of the advantages, LT only constructs the new multiple wavelet functions, without any changes of the multiple scaling functions, leading to the same decomposition coefficients of the lowest frequency band. Furthermore, the dual multiple scaling and wavelet functions show the low regularity, reducing the precision of signal reconstruction. Thus, the signal decomposition using LT-based customized multiwavelets is often applied in fault detection, without signal reconstruction.
Lifting Scheme.
Similar to second generation wavelets, LS-based customized multiwavelets derived in the spatial domain do not rely on Fourier transform. LS has the advantages of simple structured design, flexible adaptive structure, high speed calculation, and less occupied memory. In LS, the multiwavelet construction turns out to be the design of the vector prediction and update operators, in which the vanishing moments could be designed for a given signal. Such properties as finite support, regularity, and symmetry could be preserved in LS. However, the main peaks of waveforms of diverse basis functions corresponding to the designed vector prediction and update operators are very analogous. Different free parameter in LS only changes the oscillation number and waveform of the subpeaks of basis functions.
Analysis of Construction Strategy
TST-Based Customized Multiwavelets.
TST modifying the approximation order shows a nonobvious construction for customized multiwavelets to detect rotating machinery faults. Starting with GHM multiwavelets [18] , a TST is first performed with M 1 ( ) shown in (6) to construct a series of changeable biorthogonal multiwavelets with the good properties of symmetry, regularity, and finite support. Moreover, another TST with M 2 ( ) shown in (7) is carried out to the dual multiwaveletsH new ( ) andG new ( ) to improve the properties of the dual ones [13] :
Here, [ , , , , ] are nonzero parameters, which influence the customized multiwavelets together. Based on the kurtosis maximization principle, the construction strategy for TST-based customized multiwavelets is shown in Figure 2 . 
LT-Based Customized Multiwavelets with Various Vanishing Moments.
In fault detection, basis functions should have enough vanishing moments such that singularity signatures can be extracted from the noisy signals. Hence, LT is adopted to construct a series of biorthogonal multiwavelets of regularity and short support with various vanishing moments. Note that, because the localized faults often generate the dynamic impulsive response characterized as the unilateral oscillating decay, the symmetry of basis functions is not deliberately constrained in the construction method based on the inner product transform principle. On the basis of the fixed cubic Hermite multiwavelets [19] , the critical S( ) in LT from 1st to 7th vanishing moments are listed as follows [15] 
Here, free parameters , = 1, 3, 5, 7, affect S with odd vanishing moments on the first row and , = 1, 3, 5, 7, on the second row. Meanwhile, there is only one multiwavelet pair at each even level. Furthermore, T( ) is also ignored (i.e., T( ) = I) because it has no effect on the multiple wavelet basis functions along with their vanishing moments. Using the well-defined local spectral entropy minimization rule for the typical mechanical faults [15] , the construction strategy for LT-based customized multiwavelets with various vanishing moments is illustrated in Figure 3 , in which the appropriate vanishing moments are also selected to capture the hidden fault features effectively.
Symmetric LT-Based Customized Multiwavelets.
As one of the important properties for multiwavelets, symmetry could ensure the property of linear phase or at least general linear phase of the multifilters, effectively avoiding reconstruction errors. Therefore, the symmetric selection is adopted in LT to obtain the symmetric or antisymmetric basis functions. If 0 ( ) is employed as an origin to construct a new wavelet with the specified numbers of vanishing moments, then LT of (4) is equal to new 0
where is the lifting coefficient. Lifting vanishing moments of Ψ up to , integrate both sides of (9); then the symmetric selection for LT is obtained by [14] [
where is the translation quantity of basis functions and = ±1 represents the symmetry and antisymmetry of basis functions.
By the kurtosis maximization principle, the construction strategy for symmetric LT-based customized multiwavelets is shown in Figure 4. 
LS-Based Customized Multiwavelets.
LS has an inherent tool for custom design of multiwavelets for mechanical fault detection. Based on Hermite spline interpolation, a series of variable LS-based multiwavelets with the properties of biorthogonality, symmetry, short support, and vanishing moments are constructed. The vector prediction operator P and vector update operator U satisfy [16] 
(1) = (
where is the free parameter. Using the entropy minimization rule, the construction strategy for LS-based customized multiwavelets is illustrated in Figure 5 . Is the local spectral entropy min? 
Comparison of Waveform Characteristic and Applicable Occasion
TST-Based Customized Multiwavelets.
Based on GHM multiwavelets, a series of TST-based customized multiwavelets are constructed. One improved multiwavelet example with = −1, = −2, = 4, = 6, and = −9, implementing the procedure of Figure 2 , is shown in Figure 6 . The multiwavelets show an impact characteristic waveform of compact support and quick oscillating decay. The main peaks of the TST-based multiwavelets are sharp, similar to the fault features of impact faults or friction faults. Thus, the TST-based customized multiwavelets are quite suitable for the impact and friction fault detection, for instance, the rubimpact fault of flue gas turbine unit in [13] . Figure 3 . Figure 7 displays multiple wavelet functions of vanishing moments from 1 to 7, with = 2 and = 1, = 1, 3, 5, 7. It could be seen from Figure 7 that the amount of unilateral oscillating decay is enhanced with the increase of the vanishing moments. Meanwhile, the waveforms of 1 change a little within the low vanishing moments, shown in (a)∼(d) in Figure 7 . Nevertheless, the waveforms of 2 change variously. The multiwavelet family presents unilateral oscillating decay, potential of optimally matching the dynamic impulsive response of mechanical localized faults based on the inner product transform principle. Hence, LT-based customized multiwavelets with various vanishing moments could be adopted for mechanical localized fault diagnosis such as the slight scratch fault of rolling bearing in [15] .
LT-Based Customized Multiwavelets with Various Vanishing Moments. Taking cubic Hermite multiwavelets as an origin, a family of LT-based customized multiwavelets with various vanishing moments is obtained according to
Symmetric LT-Based Customized Multiwavelets.
Introducing the symmetric selection into LT, symmetric multiple wavelet functions are designed following the flowchart of Figure 8 . Compared with the LT-based multiwavelets with various vanishing moments in Figure 7 , some of the wavelet functions are similar due to the same origin basis functions and construction theory. However, the symmetric family is not more changeable than the dissymmetric one. Like the Construct equation (10) Solve equation (10) and obtain c i LT-based customized multiwavelets with various vanishing moments, symmetric LT-based customized multiwavelets are also appropriate for mechanical localized fault diagnosis. Importantly, the symmetric restriction of multiwavelets brings benefits to avoiding reconstruction error of signal processing. Hence, if the signal processing of fault detection requires high quality, the symmetric LT-based customized multiwavelets are more suitable than the dissymmetric ones.
LS-Based Customized Multiwavelets.
On the basis of Hermite spline interpolation, the vector prediction and update operators are, respectively, designed according to Figure 5 . One example of LS-based multiwavelets corresponding to the vector prediction operator and vector update operator with = −1 is shown in Figure 9 . The basis functions perform as the impulsive characteristic of quick oscillating decay with the main peak dominating in the finite support, similar to the fault feature response of the large damping system. Hence, the LS-based customized multiwavelets are befitting for capturing mechanical faults in the large damping system such as rolling mills or electric locomotives in [16] .
Summary.
In conclusion, different construction theories and strategies have their respective advantages and disadvantages. Meanwhile, the above four types of customized multiwavelets are distinctive in the waveform characteristics. Thus, an appropriate multiwavelet construction method is selected according to the properties and waveforms of basis functions in the custom design of multiwavelets in engineering practice. Therein, the most similar or relative multiwavelets are constructed and selected according to a given analyzed signal based on the inner product transform principle for the meaningful and effective mechanical fault detection.
A Customized Multiwavelet Library and Validation
A Customized Multiwavelet Library.
Considering the various advantages and disadvantages among the aforementioned construction theories and strategies along with the multiwavelet characteristics, an extensive customized multiwavelet library is established by TST, symmetric and dissymmetric LT, and LS for the accurate analysis of mechanical fault detection. Figure 10 shows the strategy of customized multiwavelet library, in which the selection rule could be the kurtosis maximization, the entropy minimization, and so on.
Experimental Validation.
The proposed customized multiwavelet library is validated for bearing fault detection on Figure 11 . The locomotive was jacked up and the shafts were idling at a speed of 650 r/min. Vibration signals were collected by accelerometers magnetically attached on the bearing housing by a sampling frequency 12.8 kHz. The geometric parameters of test bearing are listed in Table 1 . The characteristic frequency of outer race fault for the bearing is calculated at 78.169 Hz, that is, 0.0128 s. One noisy signal is displayed in Figure 12 , which does not provide any warning of bearing fault. We apply the proposed customized multiwavelet library to analyze the data. The entropy minimization of spectral envelope is recommended to select the optimal multiwavelets, by measuring the sparsity of the spectral envelope [15] . Considering the abundant information, the high-frequency coefficients at the three-level decomposition are subjected to the entropy minimization rule. According to the strategy of Figure 10 , the signal-adapted multiwavelets are the LT-based multiwavelets dominated by 1 = 39.4933 and 1 = 62.6189 with vanishing moment 1, shown in Figure 13 . The purified high-frequency result at the three-level decomposition on the first channel by the optimal multiwavelets is illustrated in Figure 14 . Evenly spaced impulses exist in the result, whose inverse is about 0.0128 s, coinciding with the characteristic frequency of outer race fault. This implies that there is a localized fault on the outer race of the test bearing.
In order to affirm the effectiveness of the proposed method, it is also compared with the TST-based and symmetric LT-based and LS-based customized multiwavelets, whose purified results are displayed in Figure 15 . We see from Figure 15 that only part of the impulsive sequence is extracted by the symmetric LT-based method, along with the meaningless disorder signals acquired by the other two methods. Thus, the contrastive results could hardly provide information to the diagnostic conclusion. After being disassembled, a slight rub was found on the outer race of the test bearing shown in Figure 16 , consistent with the diagnostic conclusion of the proposed method. Moreover, the experimental case coincides with the applicable occasion of each customized multiwavelet family proposed in Section 3.3.
Conclusions
Owing to the respective advantages and disadvantages of the obvious multiwavelet construction methods, customized multiwavelets for mechanical fault detection suffer from such main challenges as the appropriate construction approach. Thus, a study on the TST, symmetric and dissymmetric LT, and LS multiwavelet construction methods is discussed in the paper, covering the differences of construction theories, the synthetic analyses of construction strategies, and the comparisons of waveform characteristics along with their applicable occasions. In engineering practice, the simple and straightforward selection approach for an appropriate multiwavelet construction method is as follows.
(1) TST-based customized multiwavelets are quite suitable for the impact and friction fault detection, for instance, the rub-impact fault of large mechanical unit.
(2) LT-based customized multiwavelets with various vanishing moments could be adopted for mechanical localized fault diagnosis such as the slight scratch fault of rolling bearing.
(3) Symmetric LT-based customized multiwavelets are also appropriate for mechanical localized fault diagnosis, especially in the case of the high requirement of signal processing. (4) LS-based customized multiwavelets are befitting for capturing mechanical faults in the large damping system such as rolling mills or electric locomotives.
Comprehensively utilizing the capabilities of the construction methods, a novel customized multiwavelet library is established for the more effective fault detection than that of each single method. The experimental validation of the proposed library is conducted on incipient bearing fault diagnosis for electric locomotive to verify the effectiveness and feasibility. can benefit from in their whole lives. This work is supported by National Nature Science Foundation of China (no. 51405301) and Shanghai Science and Technology Committee (no. 13111101300). Besides, the authors gratefully thank Dr. Xiaodong Wang for his contributions to the research. 
